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Engaging personalized recommendations are critical to the success of music streaming services. In this paper we experiment with a
scalable design for building online personalized contextual recommenders across different music styles. We break down the architecture
prominently into an online contextual recommender selection step and an online contextual content selection and ranking step. We
discuss the value of this architecture by presenting experimental results on a genre-based personalized recommender on the home
page of a global music streaming service.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Beyond making accessible a huge catalog of songs, videos, and podcasts, including original content, streaming services
bring value to users worldwide through personalized recommendations. In particular, to keep users engaged, it is key
to serve personalized recommendations based on user taste and context and present these recommendations in an
intuitive way. People generally relate to their music in terms of a richer list of styles, aesthetics, specific artists, and
even moods; preferences for these styles and attributes can differ depending on current activities or intents. We are
therefore motivated to provide faceted (i.e., attribute-based) recommendations along a rich set of such dimensions, and
experiment with contextual models to select the right facets and content.

In particular, we are interested in a scalable design for personalized recommendations, that could support a portfolio
of faceted recommenders that can be served to users. We do not make limiting assumptions on how these recommenders
can be served, and we envision a system that is compatible with a multiplicity of apps on mobile devices or smart
speakers. For example, such a design might be used to serve personalized recommenders on a home page. Similarly, on
more specific pages (such as search pages), it could be adapted to provide personalized recommenders that fit the theme
of the page (e.g., the most relevant sub-genres given a genre search to refine the search, or a “<genre> like <artist>”
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widget given an artists search“, etc...). Alternatively, when interfacing with a voice-assistant, such a model might help
serving requests that includes specific music styles. For example, for a request to “Play rock”, it might contribute top
candidates from a personalized recommender and from a new releases recommender built around rock or its sub-genres.

In this paper we describe one possible conceptual architecture of a contextual personalization engine and we present
experiments on a genre-based personalized recommender on the home page of a music streaming service as a motivating
example. In particular, the architecture consists in two steps, first determining a theme within each template to present
to a user (for example, a sub-genre for the personalized genre recommender) and then populating the recommender
with a personalized selection of music entities that are relevant to the theme and also contextually relevant.

The contribution of this work is that it evaluates a modular workflow for building personalized recommenders,
which is split into a contextual recommender/theme selector, and a contextual content selector and re-ranker. The
modularity allows to improve and troubleshoot each component separately, and increases interpretability of the systems
compared to methods that jointly select theme and content as in [11]. In addition, compared to existing approaches
that use contextual MABs for online music recommenders such as [3] and [11], in this work we serve multiple entity
types beyond just playlists. Finally, by ensembling candidates from multiple content generation strategies in the final
recommendations, we can effectively leverage a variety of content in the same recommender (for example the most
popular albums from a genre, together with a personalized selection of playlists and albums with the highest affinity to
the customer).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section 2. We describe the architecture
design in Section 3. We presented results in Section 4 and draw conclusions in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORK

This work builds upon a significant amount of related work in using contextual multi-armed bandit (MAB) algorithms
to make recommendations. Many recommendation tasks are inherently a case of bandit feedback, because user feedback
is biased by which content was shown to the user by the current production recommendation system. Part of a bandit
algorithms task is to manage the tradeoff between exploiting its current understanding of the optimal recommendation
for a user and exploring areas of the recommendation space that have more uncertainty. Notably, Li et al. propose
framing personalized news recommendation as a contextual bandit problem and propose the LinUCB algorithm for
learning [9]. Shani et al. define recommendations as a sequential decision making process via a Markov decision process
[15]. Other approaches blend collaborative filtering and bandit algorithms using k-nearest neighbors [14] or sparse
graph representations [10], or use sub-modular optimization for diversification of rankings [12].

To address the ranking use-case, in which the task is to present multiple recommended items to a user at a time,
Radlinski describe an approach for learning diverse rankings [13]. Kveton et al. use cascading bandits to learn rankings
[8]. Authors from Amazon use contextual bandits with a position-based model (PBM) to learn rankings for music
recommendation [6].

In the context of music recommendation, Wang et al. use multi-arm bandits to serve interactive, personalized
music recommendations [16]. Authors from Spotify present a method based on contextual bandits to jointly optimize
recommendations and explanations [11] and authors from the music streaming service Deezer describe the use of
multi-armed bandits to personalize carousels of music recommendations [3]. Dragone et al. explore the formulation
of reward functions in contextual bandits for music recommendation [5]. They key areas of novelty where this work
differs from Spotify’s published approach [11] is that the authors provide more control on the selection of recommender
templates and seeds, and that multiple types of entities beyond playlists are presented by the recommender. Compared
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to Deezer’s publication [3], this work addresses themed recommenders (instead of a generic playlist recommender) and
uses an ensemble model for content generation.

3 ARCHITECTURE

At a high level, generating music recommendations can be comprised by two steps. First, predict the user’s intent,
meaning determine what, at some level of granularity, they are looking for. Second, select content from the catalog
that matches that intent. We present a model that aims to decompose the recommender system architecture into these
separate steps so that progress can be made to improve each component in parallel.

We can slice the catalog by a variety of dimensions, or facets, to create different granularities of content groupings.
Examples of dimensions are genre, era, similarity to a seed artist, familiarity to the user, etc. We can define facet
templates, logic that defines recommenders based on combinations of facet values to serve an individual user intent
(e.g., finding music similar to their favorite artist, or discovering new music they’re not familiar with). Some facet
templates require seeds (e.g., the artist for a “similar to <artist>” template) that additionally need to be selected. On
mobile apps, we are not limited to selecting a single intent at a time, but we can instead select a variety of diverse facet
templates that maximize the chances of the user finding content to engage with.

Figure 1 outlines the conceptual vision for an architecture for contextual personalized recommendations, which
consists of five main components. (1) Recommender selection selects a high-recall set of facet templates to serve
user+context request. (2) Seed selection, for each facet template (if applicable), selects the K best candidate seeds for
each dimension. We experiment with a contextual multi-armed bandit to select seeds; more details are provided in
section 3.2 below. (3) Post-processing, given the pool of seeded facet templates, de-duplicates and diversifies to select
the final set of recommenders to serve a user+context request. (4) Title selection selects a title given the seeded facet
template. In experiments presented in this paper, this is a simple lookup based on pre-defined facet template titles and
seed values (however, in practice it can be optimized [11]. (5) Content selection selects the content to serve in each
recommender given the seed(s). We experiment with contextual multi-armed ranking bandit to select content; more
details are provided in section 3.3 below.

We chose to approach both seed selection and content re-ranking with linear bandits trained with Thomson sampling
(linTS) due its simplicity and effectiveness, which comes from balancing exploration with exploitation, adaptability to
changes in online traffic, and efficiency in how it handles data since each example is processed once. An extension of
this work would consist in improving our bandit modeling framework. In particular, one interesting direction is the
exploration of bandit models explicitly designed for optimizing ranking metrics [1], rather than modeling the problem
as reward regression, as in the current linTS formulation. Learning-to-rank formulations can improve performance by
allowing the model to focus on optimizations that actually change the ranking of actions, rather than over-indexing on
minimizing error in reward prediction. Along the same lines, we can addressed the limitation of a linear formulation by
moving to higher-capacity models using deep neural networks as the function combining action and context features.
We briefly present preliminary experiments with these models in Section 4.

3.1 Bandit Setup

For both seed selection and content selection, we frame decisions about which seed or content to select as a bandit
problem. In a bandit framework, there is an agent (i.e., the seed or content selector), which interacts with an environment
(i.e., the user) in a sequential nature. At each time t , the agent receives a request for a recommendation, along with a
context vector xt , a vector of features describing the user and current context. The agent also has available a set of K
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Fig. 1. High-level architecture for contextual personalized recommenders
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actions (i.e., candidate seeds or candidate entities to be recommended) to be selected from. Each action is described
by an action vector at , a vector of features describing the action and/or the user’s affinity toward the action. In the
traditional top-1 multi-armed bandit case, the agent selects a single action to present to the user, and in turn receives a
reward, rt for the action. Based on that reward, or feedback, the agent can update its action selection policy. Over time,
the goal of the agent is to learn an action selection policy that maximizes the cumulative reward

∑T
t=1 rt .

We use a linear Thompson Sampling bandit (linTS) [2], which is a Bayesian model that samples actions according to
the probability that the action maximizes the expected reward. Given context vector xt and action vector ai , the linTS
bandit assumes the reward for action i at time t is generated from an (unknown) distribution with mean f (xt ,ai )

T θ ,
where θ ∈ Rd is a fixed but unknown parameter. The function f could be a somewhat arbitrary combination of context
and action features, from naive concatenation of features to a deep neural network.

In the top-K recommendation case, the agent must select a ranked list of K actions to present to the user, and in turn
receives a list of rewards atk corresponding to each action selected. We model the learning-to-rank problem using the
position based model (PBM) [4], which makes the simplifying assumption that we can decompose the relevance of
an action in a given context from the position in which the action was displayed. More concretely, the true reward
rtk for the action at position k in time t is not directly observed, but instead we observe a masked version of the
reward ctk = otkrtk , where otk is a binary random variable indicating whether the the true reward was observed. In
the position bias model, we assume that the observation variable o depends only on the position, not on context or
action features, so that Pr (otk = 1|xt ,atk ,k) = Pr (o = 1|k). The probabilities Pr (o = 1|k) := pk are called position
bias probabilities, and are estimated independently [7, 17]. This allows us to update the linTS bandit to compute the
expected payoff of ranking a given action i in position k , conditionally on the action: E[ctk |ai ] = pk f (xt ,ai )T θ . The
posterior distribution of θ can be estimated in closed form for linear Thompson Sampling [6].
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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3.2 Seed Selection

The goal of the seed selector is to select the best seed(s) for each dimension of a recommender (e.g., the artist in “More
like <artist>” or genre in “<Genre> For You”) given a user and context. A seed selector can be divided in two components.
First, seed candidate generation returns a high-recall list of valid seed values for the user. It collects valid values
from potentially multiple sources. For example, an artist seed candidate generator could include artists the user has
played frequently, artists the user follows, artists the user has recently listened to, etc.

Then, a seed ranker selects the best seed value using a contextual multi-armed bandit with features describing the
request context and each candidate seed value. We use a top-1 bandit to select a single seed per facet template and
user.In the experiments discussed below, we model the reward as a binary feedback signal, with a value of 1 if the user
clicked on the widget and a zero otherwise.

In our experiments we have included a variety of context and action features, including the user affinity to the
candidate seed value (artist, genre, etc.) based on different windows of time, information about the seed value (e.g.,
genre taxonomy) and several contextual features, such as type of device, temporal information, a user’s affinity toward
familiar content or newly released content, etc.

3.3 Content Selection

The goal of content selection is to select the ranked list of content to display for a given facet template and seed value(s).
As with seed selection, content selection can be divided into two components. First, a set of content generation
strategies each return a high-recall list of entities that are eligible to be served in a recommender, given the seed(s).
For example, a popularity-based content generation strategy sources the most popular albums tagged with the seed
genre, while a personalized content generation strategy sources albums tagged with the seed genre that the user has
highest affinity towards (based on a collaborative filtering model trained offline). These strategies can be shared across
recommenders where it makes sense; i.e., a popularity-based content generation strategy is useful for a variety of facet
templates, with just the filtering logic varying.

After generating a candidate pool of content, a content ranker , or content ensembler selects the K best entities
to serve in a recommender from the pool of candidate entities sourced in the previous step. The ranker is a contextual
multi-armed ranking bandit that uses features describing the request context and each candidate entity to rank and
select the best entities to serve a given request.

While the bandit modeling framework, feature definitions, and hyperparameters are shared across facet templates
for engineering consistency, each facet template learns independent model weights. This is because in contrast to
seed selection, the same types of entities are recommended across facet templates (albums, playlists, etc.), so feature
definitions do not need to change; but learning independent model weights allows us to learn different semantics in
different use-cases. For example, we could learn that popularity is an important feature for predicting the success of an
entity in a New Releases widget but less important in a discovery-oriented widget. In our experiments we model the
reward as a binary feedback signal, with a value of 1 if the user clicked on the entity and a zero otherwise.

Features used in the content selection model include the user affinity to the entity according to an offline-trained
collaborative filtering model, user affinity to the entity type (album, playlist, etc.), information about the entity (e.g.,
popularity, release date) and several contextual features as described above.
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Table 1. Results of genre seed selection experiment.

Average effect (global) Cross-territory deviation
Fraction of users with at least one successful playback on the genre recommender

relative lift (%) 48.07* 10.19

Average number per user of successful playbacks on the genre recommender

relative lift (%) 73.39* 17.36
* Statistically significant with p < 0.0001

4 RESULTS

In this section we describe experimental results based on online traffic on the home page of a music streaming service.
In particular, we focused on a genre-based recommender. In Section 4.1 we present an experiment on the seed selection
model, and in Section 4.2 results on the content ensembling and ranking model.

In order to single out the effect of our contextual multi-armed bandit models on the genre recommender, we look
at specific recommender-level metrics. In particular, we look at the average number per user of successful playback
attributed to the genre recommender (average successful playbacks), and the fraction of home page users who have at
least one successful playback through the recommender (users with successful playback).

In order to baseline linear Thomson sampling (LinTS) to alternative models for selection and ranking, we performed
offline experiments over the data that we logged during the online experiments presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.1

In particular, we compared our model to neural LinTS (NN LinTS), that uses a neural network with a final LinTS
layer, trained with offline replay.2 In both seed selection and content ranking, the NN LinTs model underperformed
LinTS, with a 0.36% (not statistically significantly different at 5% significance) and 12.0% relative drop in performance,
respectively. In the ranking case, we also compared the ranking LinTS bandit to a neural network trained offline with a
ranking loss [1]. The ranking neural network performed with a 2.3% relative improvement over the linTS bandit, but
the improvement was not statistically significant at 5% significance. While we plan to investigate deeper architecture
further, these experiments validate the modeling decisions we made for the online experiment.

4.1 Seed selection experiments

We ran an online AB test on the genre-based recommender globally for a duration of 14 days, to compare the MAB-based
seed selection strategy described in Section 3.2 to a baseline that selects a random seed from the top-20 genres and
sub-genres from a user history. Note that the latter strategy is mildly personalized in the sense that it selects genres
from a user history, however it does not use context features to optimize the selection. Note that the setup of this
experiment did not include the content ensembling presented in Section 3.3, and so given the genre seed we simply
retrieved the top Albums and Playlists from the genre and rank them by user affinity based on a collaborative filtering
model.

The increase in widget-level engagement was substantial. In Table 1 we report the lift in average successful playbacks
and users with successful playback on the genre recommender. The cross-territory deviation reports standard deviation
of the lift across 10 territories worldwide. We see that the contextual MAB model drove a 48.07% relative increase in

1We split the data in two temporal partitions. We use the first partition to warm start a model, and the second to simulate online data that the model
would see in production. We report performance based on offline evaluation using inverse propensity score (IPS) weighting.
2The hidden layers are updated with stochastic gradient descent.
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the fraction of users who had at least a successful playback on the genre recommender during the 14-days window
of the experiment, and a relative increase in successful playback on the recommender of 73.39%. We noticed that the
decision consistency 3 of the model grew over time, reaching 70% after the second day, and stabilizing to 89.35% overall,
suggesting that the MAB has reached a high decision consistency (low exploration).

Finally, since music genres can be organized into a taxonomy, we looked at how often the MAB model selects genres
at different taxonomy levels. In particular, in Table 2 we group statistics for taxonomy level 1 (i.e., top-genres), level 2
(i.e., sub-genres) and level 3 or above (i.e., micro-genres). We see that the MAB selects genres at both levels, favoring
level 1 genres about 74% of the time, and level 2 or level 3+ genres 13% and 12% of the time respectively. Since it
seems that level 3+ micro-genres are receiving higher rewards in average, one might wonder why the MAB would not
select these genres more often. There are several possible explanations, including that the MAB model is successfully
balancing multiple signals, and selecting micro-genres in the contexts they are most likely to perform well in.

Table 2. Statistics for seed genres by taxonomy level

Genre Taxonomy Level Proportion Avg Reward relative to Level 1

Level 1 74.4% 1.000x
Level 2 13.0% 0.870x
Level 3+ 12.6% 1.113x

4.2 Content ensembling experiments

We ran an online AB test on the genre recommender globally for 14 days to evaluate the content ensembler described
in Section 3.3.

In the control group, the existing candidate generator used popularity-based search (i.e., query the for the most
popular (non-personalized) albums and playlists matching the given genre seed) and ranked candidates using a heuristic
based on a single personalized feature derived from a collaborative filtering model. We added a new candidate generator
based on personalized search (i.e., query a personalization service for the albums/playlist with highest affinity to
the user filtered to match the given genre seed), and we tested three methods to ensemble candidates from the two
strategies: a ranking based the same user-to-entity affinity feature (T1) as the control ranking, a randomized round-robin
interleaving of the candidates from the two strategies (T2), and the ensembler based on the content ranking contextual
MAB (T3) described in Section 3.3. Note that the only strategy that uses contextual information for ensembling and
ranking is T3.

In Table 3 we report the lift in percent of users with successful playback on the genre recommender and the standard
deviation of the lift across 10 territories worldwide. It is clear that ensembling multiple content strategies using a
MAB (T3) has a substantial impact on widget-level engagment. Specifically, the MAB-based ensembler performed
the best overall, driving a 20.02% relative increase in the fraction of users with successful playback from the genre
recommender in a 14-days window (of the experiment). In addition it drove a relative increase in successful playbacks
on the recommender of 23.27% (we do not report the metric in the table).

Interestingly, we see that ensembling multiple strategies using heuristics alone is not sufficient, and that using the
contextual MAB is key to achieving success. In particular, ranking by user affinity alone (T1) underperforms the baseline,
3We define the decision consistency as the fraction of times the chosen action is the action with the max propensity; the propensity is the probability that
an action is scored highest by a random weight vector sampled from the posterior, estimated with a Monte Carlo approximation.
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Table 3. Results of content selection experiment

Fraction of users with at least one successful playback on the genre recommender
Average effect (global) Cross-territory deviation

T3 relative lift (%) 20.02* 11.63

T2 relative lift (%) 2.46* 1.29

T1 relative lift (%) -4.32* 2.72
* Statistically significant with p < 0.0001

with a -4.32% relative drop in the fraction of users with a successful playback from the genre recommender (and a drop
of -11.55% in average successful playbacks per user). Ranking by user affinity in practice positions all personalized
candidates before the popular candidates. These results suggest that personalized candidates are important, but using
only user affinity as a ranking signal is not sufficient — music listeners also respond to popularity, recency, etc. and
including both richer contextual signals and action features is key to achieving an engaging ranking. Similarly, we see
that replacing the MAB with the round-robin heuristic (T2) results in just a mild increase of 2.46% in the fraction of
users with successful playbacks.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

In this paper we describedmodels based on contextualMABs for the seed selection and content selection of a personalized
genre-based recommender, and we presented experimental results based on online AB tests run globally on the home
page of a music streaming service. The experimental results demonstrate that the use of contextual MABs substantially
increase user engagement with these recommenders.
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